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among. . . . UKRAINIAN HOMESTEADERS
by William Grasiuk
Tawatinaw, Alberta
Ukraine's storied past can add to its annals the
pioneering feats of our fathers ; they came to
Canada and wrestled with the vagaries of the
unbridled and uninhabited northern prairies. We
are too easily immersed in the disjointed contemporary Ukrainian-Canadian scene to clearly
evaluate the positive contributions of our forefathers. It is to honour them, therefore, that we
insert this all to brief chronicle of their time.
My grandfather came to Alberta from the Ukraine in 1903.
He and his family got off the train in Edmonton and they
spent four days in the Immigration building. While walking the streets of Edmonton he met one of his fellow Ukrainians who had a homestead at Beaver Lake. Grandpa made
arrangements with him to have his family stay at his place
while he looked for a homestead. Everything was loaded

In two
days the homesteader's home was reached. Grandpa left
on the wagon and the long ride out east began.

his wife and five children and set out to look for a homestead of his own, He walked twenty-six miles that
day and found land that suited him. It had some open
prairie, a lot of hay meadows, and plenty of bush. That
was important, for there was a dearth of the latter in the
Old Country. He returned to Beaver Lake; then trekked by
foot to Edmonton to file on the homestead. That accomplished, he bought a team of horses, a wagon, a plow, a
stove and several bags of flour, and came back proudly to
Beaver Lake. He took his family to the site of their new
home.
The first house was a dugout in the side of a hill covered with poles and turf. While grandma was making plans
to make a garden (it was late in May) grandpa was laying
plans for a permanent home. Both plans bore fruition. The
garden was planted in the lush soil around the poplar trees;
the house was constructed of logs, plastered with clay,
thatched with the long meadow grass and fitted with homemade doors and furniture. The chimney was well constructed, very roomy and well coated with clay. Here for
many a year rabbits and fish were smoked.
Food was plentiful though somewhat monotonous. Grandfather noticed that the sloughs were literally black with
edible waterfowl. So on his next trip to Edmonton he
purchased an old-fashioned hand-loading fowling piece.
That was the mainstay of much of their meat supply.
In the fall Grandpa went to earn money by working at a
threshing outfit. He had a good fall and didn't return till
around Christmas. He came in through the deep snow driving a cow that was with calf. In due course the calf was
born, and, since the original house was too cold, it spent
the coldest days in the house with the family.
In spring grandpa broke some land and sowed it to wheat
(continued on page 2)

-2and barley. He made three or four trips to Edmonton that
summer, and it tool him a week to make the round trip.
When the neighbours would hear of the proposed trip, they
all would come to give their orders for buying.
There was a route that meandered around several lakes &
through the bush. There were regular stopping places that
had grass, water and firewood. Grandpa said that the campfires never seem е d to die out. It was an unwritten l aw that
each one should leave a pile of firewood by the campfire.
The first crop was a real dilly. It was cut with sickles and
stacked. In winter grandpa cleared snow off the ice on the
lake and threshed the grain there with a flail. He winnowed
it when there was a strong wind. There was a neighbour
homesteader who previously was a stone mason. He made
two millstones for grandfather and there were rigged up in
the house to make a genuine European cottage mill. Th е
grain was ground by turning the upper millstone. Bread
was baked in an outside oven.
Two years later the oldest daughter was to be married.
The ceremony was performed in the Basilian Monastery
at Beaver Lake. The wedding dance was held in the house.
That particular room had an earthen floor. When the
dancers got going the floor caved in and that part over
the cellar disappeared.
The first religious service was held at plain Lake in a
house. It was well attended though it was a Wednesday.
From then on services were held about four times a year
for about three years for priests were very scarce.
There was a bit of superstition in those days. The "Evil
Eye" was the cause of most ills and misfortunes. The remedy for it was to take a cup of holy water, say the "Lord's
prayer" over it, drop a few hot coals into it, make the
sign of the cross with a knife, and give the patient a few
sips.
The thunderbolt was much sought after. When lightning
struck, a thunderbolt was buried deeply in the ground it
was said. After seven years it would come up to the top
of the earth. A few grains scraped from it, and mixed
with water was a sure cure for all stomach ills.
Whenever there was a baby in the house the word "Rabbit"
should never be mentioned, else the baby would cry all
night. When it was absolutely necessary to use "rabbit"
its synonym, coined purposely to make the babies sleep
soundly was used. It was "sleeper."
There always was a woman in every district who had concourse with the Evil One, and, with his connivance managed to make al the neighbours' cows go dry., It was aid
she would be revealed on Easter Sunday to all those who
faster on all Fridays during the Lenten season, for suspended ever her head would be a nightcap!
The greatest bane of all settlers in

the

district, accord-

ing to grandpa, were the mosquitoes and the garter snakes.
Though the latter were perfectly harmless their habit of
crawling into cracks of walls on cold days sent a chill
down everybody's spine. They were very numerous in those
days.
(FARM AND RANCH REVIEW,
JULY, 1955.)

-3EASTERN PROVINCIAL CONVENTION
JULY 1st' 2nd, 3rd.
Elias Poworoznyk of Winona: Ontario was
elected president of thE Eastern,. Рr о vincial Executive of the Ukrainian National
Youth Federation during its bi еnnial convention in Sudbury on July 1st w ееk е nd.
Delegates and guests from such widely
separated centres as Saskatoon and Mon t
real attended the festivities, the first time
that such a youth convention had been held
in Sudbury.
Addressing the delegates at the sessions
were William Hultay, Dominion President
of the Ukrainian National Federation and
Walter Klymkiw, Dominion President of
the Ukrainian National Youth Federation.
The Organization-Program Committee presented the assembled delegates with recommendations aimed at providing certain
facilities and needs lacking to the eastern
branches, with stress on Junior U.N.Y.F.,
publications and a summer camp. New
names elected to the provincial line-up
include Luba Podilsky (Hamilton), Jerry
Orychiwsky (Montreal), Vera Turus (Windsor), Ann Pronych (Fort William), and
Paul Kawka (Toronto Central).
Oksana Hrycenko of Sudbury was awarded
the title of "Miss Ukraine" at the outdoor
festival that ended the three-day convention, Of the eleven contestants who vied
for the coveted title, runners-up were
Uliana Yaworsky of Windsor and Joanne
Hlibchuk of Montreal. Each of the attractive candidates wore an authentic Poltava
costume and delived a three-minute talk
in the Ukrainian language. The winner
presented a speech on the costume which
she herself was wearing, outlining its
beauty and historical backround.
Folk dancing groups, from UNYF branches
in Windsor, Oshawa, Sudbury, Toronto,
Montreal and West Toronto participated
in a competition. A girls' folk dance executed by the Windsor group won out.
This ensemble, directed by Myroslava
Martyniuk, performed a dance without
shoes, depicting girls who come in from
the fields after a day's work, and on hearing music, dance with abandon. The West
Toronto and Sudbury teams placed second
and third.
Much of the success for the convenntion
is due to the efforts of the Sudbury UNYF
nch, which together with the past provincial executive created one of the most
successful conventions in UNYF annals.
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Elias Poworoznyk, newly elected president of the
Eastern Provincial Executive, Ukrainian National
Youth Federation.

Banquet and dance at Nickel Range
Hotel, Sudbury.
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UNYF LEADERSHIP COURSES
For the fourth consecutive year, Sandy
Hook Manitoba has been the site of one of
the UNYF's most valuable, yet underrated
projects. UNYFers from Montreal, West
Toronto, Sudbury, Windsor and Winnipeg
branches arrived to attend the three-week
leadership courses, spponsored annually
by the Dominion Executive. Each summer
the courses have gained increasing importance in our organizational set-up, where
one can observe future leaders learning to
appreciate their heritage and to take pride
in their Ukrainian origin.
The lectures, whose informality were
welcomed by the "kursanty", dealt with
idealistic, political, social and cultural
aspects and problems of the Ukrainian
National Youth Federation. Nationalism
and its application to the UNYF, the meaning of "non-sectarian" and "non-partisan"
together with other questions which would
help the member to understand better the
organization''s aims, were constantly
raised -- and answered. Ukrainian culture, the backbone of the organization, received a thorough work-out under the capable instruction of several prominent authorities. Practical experience in conducting and teaching a choir was taught
by Mr. Walter Klymkiw, director of Winnipeg's UNYF Choir; history of the Ukraine
and Ukrainian littrature were outlined by
Prof. Yuzyk and by Prof. Rudnyckyj ,both
with the Department of Slavic Studies at
the University of Manitoba; Dr. Hlynka
described the Ukrainians in Canada, and
their importance to the Canadian community; Mr. Nackonechny discussed Junior
UNYF projects, and nationalism as interpreted by various Ukrainian organizations
throughout the world.
It may appear tiresome and indeed difficult to spend twenty-one days learning
about a thing one can not feel, touch nor
see... a thing which has become a driving
force in the lives of a few, and at the
same time a meaningless hall to many.
But throughout the duration of the course,
there would always be the fun of getting
acquainted and adapting oneself to group
life. Also, organized sports and free time
offered the "kursanty" a well-rounded
program.
Following the end of the courses, the
(continued on page 10)
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School was never like this! !

The modern version of William Tell.

Cheese - - - - -cake!!

-7.........NO TWO ALIKE
When I believe,

I

think all must.

Yet it is not so!
Some may say the colour is red
While others rust.
Both in their eyes are right.
We cannot them fight.
They believe what they do
And we what is in our hearts.
This does not mean that both are wrong
For one to the other is true
- Such as a river flowing through the
forest green
May be a creek or an ocean blue,
One believes one and the other may not.
Yet the vision is there;
And while it flows without a care
We debate on what is what.
Too much importance is placed on fact
And even more on tact.
When we cannot persuade others to see
our way
We call them fools!
Yet we are the only fools
Who strive that they must think the same.
Our arguments are lame.
No two ever thought alike
Nor will!
That is the law of human nature
And till
This can be bridged
Humanity will continue to be at war
Amongst others and amongst each other
Through eternity and even longer
Until the mind's cords are built stronger.
This shall never be Not until all men are free;
Then once more the doubts will arise
And all that has been hoped for
Dies.
Inborn thoughts cannot be changed
And idiots who try
Most certainly have stepped out of their
mortal range.

ORESTA WOLOSHYN.
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F. ON
your TWENTIETH JUBILEE
October 8th, 9th, 10th.

SPORTS NEWS
AND VIEWS.

-8FROM SANDY HOOK

In the Sportsland of Sandy Hook Manitoba
we have managed to produce some of the
ablest athletes in the bushland. This year
badminton, rowing, swimming, and volleyball were the main attractions.
After we had pulled out all the roots overlapping our badminton court, we began to
play this energetic game. Morning, afternoon and night, the whole camp participated in mixed doubles which ended with
Nadia Nesto г owsky and Bob Lysey as victors of the tournament. This game conttinued to gain in popularity until Tiger Lil
and others perfected their slam with the
result that the rackets could not withstand
the strain, and the sport was abandoned.
Rowing entered the picture next, If one
was able to disregard the broken oar, a few
leaks here and there in the boat, and its
dilapidated seats, you were eligible to
particupate. And then, one night, after a
vigorous work-out, the rowing crew was too
tired to move the boat onto dry land, and
left it high and dry on the beach, or so
they thought. While we were enjoying our
nightly dose of sleep a storm arose and
swept away our yacht. As soon as the crew
found it missing the next morning, a search party was formed. The vessel was found
cracked in half,
lying
in some bushes
further down the beachs. That was the end
of that.
Meanwhile, the girls were having their
daily swimming instructions from Walter
Klymkiw. By the time one week was over
they all knew how to swim like fish (dead
ones ! )
After being passed from camp to camp
the volleyball arrived a week late. Once
again our "prof" came into the scene, and
taught us the fundamentals and regulations
of the game, and the competition between
the two sexes began. А lthough the "prof"
played for the girls' side, nevertheless
the boys remained undefeated game after
game. However, one weekend we agreed
to unite and meet the challenge from the
Winnipeg Branch of the OAPVT (Old Age
Pensioners Volleyball Team). The city
visitors made a valiant effort, but due to
circumstances beyond their control, the
"kursanty" were victorious.
Despite these continual 'heavy' workouts
I managed to arrive home nine and a half
pounds overweight, with fond memories of
"The sportsland of the Prairies."
Bob Lysey.

WINNIPEG CAVALCADES AT KENORA

Going by bus was loads of fun! !

Time out for a stretch.

The attraction? Holubci and perohy of course!

-10UNYF LEADERSHIP COURSES continued
first stop was the standard tour of the
Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre
which to non-Winnipegers, has become a
must in their visit to Canada's wheat capital. With each passing year, it is always
interesting to note the museum's progress
and constant expansion. there, one can
browse through the library, which has
grown to an imposing 10,000 volumes,
among which arc rare and priceless documents. One of the rooms conyains display
соstum es
cases with exquisitely embroidered
е
r
beauticolourful Faster eggs and oth
ful handiwork from various regions of the
Ukraine.
Thanks go to Mr. Walter Klymkiw
who
with sincere interest carries out the project this year. Also we extend our thanks
to Mrs. Kopychansky and Mrs. Kllymkiw,
our two diligent cooks, who and understandably
were nicknamed "Ma" by all.
A Two-Timer.
,
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VISIONS OF GLORY!!
Kenos! Ah Kenora! Sweet visions cramped legs - empty coke bottles empty purses - How can we ever forget Kenora! As Maestro Semchyshyn
stated in his eloquent English prose,
"I ain't been the same since."
Under the brilliant leadership of our
ubiquitous impressario, Edward Z.
Semchyshyn, we stolidly made our way
into the dark interior of Ontario.
Only the gods know how we managed
to find the Kenora Hall through that
maze of ups and downs, cranies and
turns that is locally known as Kenora.
But find it we did! We cannot express
too much our appreciation to people
like Bill Zabloski, Christine Cherwak
an individual called 'stretch,' and
many others whose names we cannot
remember. We really felt at home.
With our usual "bravado" we put on a
concert, and strange as it may seem,
we made money!
The MYH Group naturally was at its
top professional form. This was underlined by no less an authority than that
disinterested observer, Edward z. Semсh уshun.
The "Kenorites" partied us on Saturday
after the concert and organized a won(continued on рage 14)

These charming girls from Windsor are winners of the
convention dance competition. Left to right, they
are: Kathleen Syroid, Nina Mudry, Meroska Martyniuk
and Vera Turus.

Convention dance at UNF Hall, Sudbury.

The Miss Ukraine contest was won by 17-year-old
Oksana Hrycenko from Sudbury.
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I
M A X. is back W
T

H FACTS!!
Winnipeg choir hit by propogation--Mrs. Mary Hrycak and

М rs. Olga Bab-

ick will soon be proud begetters of more
future choir membcrs...On receiving
this news, Walter Klymkiw was heard
heaving a huge sigh of relief ..FLASH
...Harry Zhyvylo committed the unpardonable sin and confounded his friends by getting married...Winnipeg
is happy to welcome into its midst,
two deportees from the dreary hinterlands of Ontario - re: Bohdan Klymash
and Walter

Osykowsky....W

innipeg's

executive has lost two of its most active members - Helen Kruk, secretary,
and Peter Perehinczuk, treasurer. Helen
is n о w rssiding in Edmonton and we wish
her the best of luck in her new surroundings. As for Perehinczuk, he. is "lost
somewhere in the tangled jungles of
Cabbagetown. " .. A word from the prodigal son would be appreciated, if he
d but step down from Mount Olymwoul
pus for one moment....we are sorry to
hear of the resignation of Oryest Orychiwsky, former president of the Montreal UNYF В r аnс h. Oryest has always
been highly regarded in these circles
and our only hope is that he will continue in being active with the club...
..FLASH _Sudbury; Ihor Kuryliw, erstwhile student of the fourth leadership
courses at Sandy Hook, has broken his
- fortun a tely it is only his leg!, ..
leg
..FLASH - Regina; congratulations to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Nychka who are
the proud possessors of a 'baby boy. Walter is well known as a stalwart president of the local UNYF.... Biceps He-

ed

wak till new quite unattached, detachand generally speaking on the loose,

has philosophically accepted the time
honoured burden of matrimony. May God
have mercy on the future Mrs. Hewak..
West Toronto "dancing" girls rumoured
itting the big time by dancing at loh
cal night clubs - Club Kingsway to be

exact...Leon Kossar

and Walter War-

wick of Toronto UNYF elected onto the

.L.N.A. E xecutive during their

U.Y

recent convnntioin... Rumours of a grand
scale bowling tournament with several
Eastern Branches participating has reached us...Yours till Max digs up more
facts....................

-13WINNIPEG UNYF PRODUCES
NATIONAL HIT!!

A

Weeks of solid rehearsing for both the
UNYF folk dancing team and the male
vocal group, preceded what was the most
valuable Ukrainian contribution to Canada's new medium.... television. Two
million people (one eighth of C а nada's
population) are slated to be tuned in on
the full-half hour production.
The following is an excerpt from a column
"REPORT ON TV" by Ann Henry in the
Winnipeg Tribune which hit the stands
on September 28th.
"One of the best TV shows, bar none, in a long time..
producer John Hirsch has a national hit show...."
"A stimulating experience Monday was John Hirsch's
production on CBWT of Dances of the Nation. This is
one of the best TV shows in a long time.
"For here were Winnipegers, locally mooted as the sad
sacks of show business, producing a show that would be
a credit to New York.
"Dances of the Nation, is designed to show the viewer
dances - and songs - of different national groups. The
first show starred the singers and dancers of the Ukrainian National Youth Federation,
"Producer John Hirsch concentrated on faces, and managed to evoke a genuine feeling of the peasant farmer
in a holiday mood. The camera moved from face to
face, from scene to scene in a wonderfully effective
style .
"The show has tapped a source of art I have long suspected would put theatre on a sound basis in this city
- the cultures of the varied nationalities of Winnipeg."
Eight thousand dollars have been invested in the show, with Richard Seaborn as
musical director and jack Mccullough as
designer. The dancing group is headed by
Walter Kapty and the vocal group by
Walter Klymkiw.
Having been televised on Winnipeg's
CBWT as a live show, on Sept. 26, the
production will reach 27 other CBC stations, stretching across Canada from
Halifax to Vancouver via film. The show
will appear on Toronto's CBLT two weeks
later on October 10th, as a replacement
for the Sid Caesar Hour. For other localities, consult your newspaper listings.

Myron: "Wh еr did you get the notion that
Cleopatra was a flatiron?"
Bill: "Cause it says in this book: "Marc
Antony pressed his suit with Cleopatra'."

-14VISIONS OF GLORY continued:
derful wiener roast on Sunday afternoon. No engagements were immediately announced but speculation is "rampant" !
And thus, with the turning of the leaves, we turned our backs 'on good old
Kenora.
In the East they may live in the land
of "milk and honey" and go to kindergarten in a n ickle plated Cadillac,
but HERE where men are men, give us
the wide open prairies, a rickety old
bus and the valleys of "'Allah" are with
us! !
...uninhibited Sam.. .
-

. WESTERN CANADA CONVENTION
.
.October 8, 9, and 10 shall witness an- gathering of members of the
other
Ukrainian National Federation and affiliated organizations. This particular
meet shall be of all branches in the
provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
Alberta and British Columbia and shall
be held in Edmonton.
This convention shall be of grave importanchegizsonf
the main points on the agenda shall be
ways and means of strengthening the
existing branches in the West.
Mr. William Hultay, Dominion President of the Ukrainian National Federation shall be present as well as heads
of other affiliated groups.
It is hoped that as many members as
possible of the Ukrainian National
Youth Federation shall find it possible
to attend. It may well be that this meet
shall herald a new epoch in the history
of our organization.
Coming so soon after an unusually sue cessful Provincial meet in Sudbury Ontario, a comparison is bound to be drawn.
This is a golden opportunity for the
Westopulicvebot
straps. We have faith that it can be
done.

THE EPIC OF SANDY HOOK

"All right boys, rise and shine! "
I looked about to see the time,
Nothing I saw but ants and flies This is Sandy Hook-- paradise ? ? *&# ! !

Hoisting the flags can be fun,
Too bad we couldn't see the sun;
Our voices blended in harmony...
Who can yell louder, you or me?

"Who's turn to wash?"
"Not mine, " said Natch.
"Did them yestreday," quipped LiI "You chaff me Bill!"

The courses were tough;
' magine, sleeping in the rough;
While prince Ihor takes notes
of the prof's anecdotes.

"All right gang., speeches ready!"
Up we go, calm and steady? ?
"What does our MYH stand for Bob?"
"Because it hasn't fallen yet, snob!"

! !the grounds - a tournamnt
To
Volleyball adds to our Marie's torment.
The gals with Waiter had a pretty good
teamBut the boys who won, were always on the
the beam.
But kidding aside, and all that stuff,
I think that here we've learned enough.
To propagate with half a brain
The cause of liberating our Ukraine.

BILL DIACHUN.
"At any rate, " said the auctioneer, "mine is
a business that a woman can't take up."
"Nonsense, " put in the strong-minded lady.
"A woman would make quite as good an auctioneer as any man."
"Would she ? " retorted the other. Well
you try and imagine an unmarried lady standing
up before a crowd and saying, 'Now, gentlemen,
all I want is an offer.'

